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ABSTRACT: We describe a new synthetic approach to heterogeneous
metal−TiO2 nanomaterials based on conversion of Ti3+ to hydrous TiO2
occurring uniquely on the nanostructured metallic surfaces such as Pt, Au,
and Ni nanowires and nanoparticles. The TiO2 growth mechanism was
studied by designing an electrochemical cell. A variety of heterogeneous
metal−TiO2 nanostructures, such as segmented metal−TiO2 nanowires,
core−shell metal−TiO2 nano/microparticles, and composite metal−TiO2
nanotubes, can be fabricated by varying the morphology of the seeding
metal nanostructure or controlling selective TiO2 growth on different
surfaces of the metallic nanomaterial. Altering the reaction time and Ti3+ concentration allows the TiO2 segment lengths or TiO2
shell thicknesses to be finely tuned. Coaxial Au−TiO2 nanorod arrays were demonstrated to be fast lithium-ion storage materials,
while the core−shell Ni−TiO2 nanoparticles exhibited excellent photodegradation properties as magnetic recyclable
photocatalysts.

■ INTRODUCTION
Nanostructured titanium dioxide (TiO2) is of great current
interest owing to the excellent optical and photocatalytic
properties of TiO2 itself as well as the added benefits derived
from the smaller sizes of nanomaterials.1 Application of the
material in dye-sensitized solar cells,2−4 water splitting,5−7

photodegradation of organics,8−10 and electrochromic devi-
ces11,12 has been reported extensively. To date, synthesis of
TiO2 nanomaterials has relied on sol−gel,13−15 surfactant-
directing,16−18 hydrothermal,19−21 electrochemical deposi-
tion,22−25 Ti film anodization,26−28 and atomic layer deposition
(ALD)29/chemical vapor deposition (CVD)30 methods. In this
paper, we report a new synthetic approach based on oxidative
conversion of Ti3+ to hydrous TiO2 occurring uniquely on
nanostructured metallic surfaces such as Pt, Au, and Ni
nanowires and nanoparticles. This method allows us to
fabricate various TiO2−metal heterogeneous nanostructures,
which can exhibit synergistic properties and multifunctionalities
arising from each of its nanocomponent31,32 For example,
previous studies showed that the enhanced photodegradation
efficiency,9,33,34 water-splitting efficiency,5 and hydrazine
sensitivity35 can be achieved by Pt−TiO2 cocatalysts

9 such as
Pt−TiO2 nanowires/nanofibers33,35 and core−shell nano-
particles.34 Gold clusters on TiO2 have been studied for
catalytic CO oxidation.36 Mesoporous Au/TiO2 has shown
enhanced photocatalytic properties.37 Nickel-modified TiO2

nanotubes38,39 have been employed as electrodes for methanol
oxidation.39 Ag−TiO2 core−shell nanoparticles40 or Ag-loaded
TiO2 nanotubes41 were also studied for their photocatalytic
properties. Here, we report the application of core−shell
TiO2−Ni nanoparticles as a magnetic recoverable photocatalyst
for degradation of methylene blue (MB) and use of coaxial

Au−TiO2 nanorod array as a fast electrochemical energy
storage material.
The synthetic method described in this paper offers several

advantages: First, it is a versatile method for the synthesis of
different types of heterogeneous nanostructures. For example,
TiO2 can be selectively deposited on the ends of metal
nanowires to form segmented TiO2−metal nanowires or to
fully cover metal nanorods to form core−shell nanoparticles or
be deposited around metal nanoparticles on the wall of
nanosized channels to form composite TiO2−metal nanotubes.
Second, by varying the reaction time and TiCl3 concentration,
the TiO2 segment length and TiO2 shell thickness can be finely
controlled. Finally, the reaction is simple and requires no
surfactant, no heating, and no electricity. It can be applied to
any nanostructured Pt, Au, and Ni (or other metals that are in
electrical contact with one of these three) surface. Since the
deposition occurs only on the nanostructured metal seed,
random TiO2 nucleation and growth in solution can be
avoided, a problem possibly associated with hydrolyzed40,42,43

or sol−gel TiO2 coating on metal nanoparticles or polystyrene
spheres.44

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scheme 1 illustrates the TiO2 growth mechanism occurring on
nanostructured metal surfaces. First, the pH of TiCl3 solution
needs to be adjusted to around 2.5 under anaerobic conditions.
Lower pH increases the solubility of TiO2, thereby preventing
its deposition. On the other hand, too high a pH will result in
uncontrolled deposition of TiO2 from solution. When selected
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nanostructured metal surfaces are exposed to TiCl3 solution,
hydrogen bubbles are formed and hydrous TiO2 is deposited
on the metal surface (Scheme 1d). The deposited TiO2 can be
further annealed at 400−500 °C to form anatase. The half
reactions involved in formation of TiO2 are shown in eqs 1 and
2, leading to the overall reaction shown in eq 3. The required
electron transfer between Ti3+ and H+ is presumably mediated
by specific nanostructured metal surfaces (see below).

+ =+H e 0.5H2 (1)

+ = + ++ +Ti 2H O TiO 4H e3
2 2 (2)

+ = + ++ +Ti 2H O TiO 3H 0.5H3
2 2 2 (3)

We tested five different nanostructured metals: Pt, Au, Ag,
Cu, and Ni. Of these, only Pt, Au, and Ni are active for
catalyzing TiO2 growth (see Supporting Information, Figure S1
for the silver nanowires before and after exposure to TiCl3).
This is due to the known lower overpotential for H+ reduction
to hydrogen (eq 1) on the surfaces of nanostructured noble
metals such as Pt and Au as well as electrodeposited Ni.45 No
TiO2 deposition was observed on bulk Pt, Au, and Ni films.
Figure 1 compares the reactions of 50 mM TiCl3 solution with
alumina templates that have been sputtered with Pt and Cu.

During sputtering, metal nanoparticles form inside the walls of
nanosized channels in the template. As shown, when Pt-loaded
alumina template is exposed to 50 mM TiCl3 for 5−10 min
bubbles are formed on the wall of the glass bottle. At the same
time, the color of the solution becomes lighter as the Ti3+ is
consumed and the pH of the solution drops (see eq 3). The
corresponding Cu-loaded alumina template exhibits no gas
formation, no color change, and no drop in pH.
Figure 2 shows various structures obtained by TiO2 growth

on the ends of anodized aluminum oxide (AAO)-shielded
metallic nanowires. By controlling the growth on one end of
the metal nanowire, segmented metal−TiO2 nanowires can be
obtained. For example, the TEM image and energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scan profile for a Ni−TiO2
nanowire are shown in Figure 2c. The Pt−TiO2 nanowires
SEM image is presented in Figure 2d. All images were taken
after annealing to convert the TiO2 segments to anatase. Loss
of water during annealing results in shrinkage of the TiO2
segment and a smaller diameter than the metal nanowires from
which it grew. Such bisegmented Pt−TiO2 nanowires may find
application as light-driven nanomotors.46 The TEM image of
the TiO2 segment can be seen in Figure 2e. The high-resolution
TEM image of TiO2 is shown in Figure 2g; the lattice spacing
matches very well with the (101) peak of the anatase X-ray
diffraction (XRD) profile. By exposing both ends of the metal
nanowire to the TiCl3 solution, TiO2−Metal−TiO2 can be
fabricated. Such nanostructures where both ends of the metal
nanowire are protected are of current interest for nanowire self-
assembly.47,48 Figure 2h shows a Pt nanowire capped with thin
layers of TiO2 on both ends. Figure 2f shows the top view of
concentric circles from TiO2-capped Pt nanowires. Figure 2i
shows the pure TiO2 nanowire after the gold nanowire
template is etched away by iodine/iodide solution.
Figure 3 shows the remarkably linear relationship between

the growth of TiO2 nanowire on the end of a Au nanowire and
reaction time at a fixed TiCl3 concentration of 0.7 M. From the
plot a uniform growth rate of 1.9 μm/h can be calculated. Thus,
the rate of TiO2 growth does not decrease even when the metal
surface is already covered by TiO2. This suggests that the
deposited hydrous TiO2 is both electrically conductive and
permeable to protons (see Figure 3d). In addition, the TiO2
formed on the metal surfaces is highly porous, allowing the
hydrogen gas to diffuse out. The specific surface area and pore-
size distribution of the synthesized TiO2 were measured and are
discussed below.
To further probe the TiO2 formation mechanism we

designed an electrochemical cell that separates the two half
reactions shown in eqs 1 and 2. Figure 4a shows the setup of
such a short-circuited electrochemical cell involving pre-
electrodeposited nanowire-loaded alumina template as the
cathode and indium tin oxide (ITO) glass as the anode. The
short-circuited currents were measured by a potentiostat. The
current density is limited by the AAO/metal nanowire
electrode, which has a smaller area than the ITO glass. Results
show that for predeposited Pt, Au, and Ni, the steady current
was much higher than that for Ag and Cu. Consistent with this
observation, the ITO glass was only coated with transparent
TiO2 film when the first three metals served as the cathode.
By calculating the charge passed between the two electrodes

in the above setup we can estimate the amount of TiO2
deposited based on the Faradaic law

=m QM F(TiO ) /2 (5)

Scheme 1. TiO2 Growth Mechanism on Nanostructured
Metal Surfaces

Figure 1. pH profiles over time for the alumina template sputtered
with Pt and Cu and contacted with 50 mM TiCl3 solution: AAO/Pt
(left bottle) and AAO/Cu (right bottle). Bottles were sealed under
nitrogen.
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where m(TiO2) is the mass of TiO2, Q is the charge, M is the
molecular weight of TiO2, and F is the Faraday constant. The
same relationship holds for TiO2 deposited on AAO/metal

nanowires in the absence of ITO because of identical redox
chemistry.
Thus, based on the density of TiO2 and the electrode area we

can estimate the thickness of the deposited TiO2 on ITO and
by extension the lengths of the TiO2 segments on the metal
ends in AAO

=L QM FSd(TiO ) /( )2 (6)

where L(TiO2) is the nanowire length, Q is the charge, M is the
molecular weight of TiO2, F is the Faraday constant, S is the
electrode area (the exposure area of AAO pores, 0.2 cm2), and
d is the density of TiO2.
For example, using the current profile for Au/AAO the

charge passed after 2 min is approximately 6.5 mC and the
thickness of TiO2 on 0.2 cm2 electrode should be around 65
nm. Therefore, the growth speed can be estimated to be 2 μm/
h, a number that is remarkably close to that obtained from
Figure 3 for deposition on Au nanowires.
By coating TiO2 on the metal nanoparticles after template

removal core−shell metal−TiO2 nanoparticles can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 5a. By selective etching the core material
(e.g., Au core can be etched by I3

−), hollow TiO2 nanocapsules
can be fabricated. Figure 5b showed the SEM image of an Au
nanorod coated with TiO2 on the surface. The internal
structures are revealed by the TEM in Figure 6d. The TiO2
shell mirrors the shape of the interior Au nanorod. The EDS
line profile further establishes the core−shell nanostructure
(Figure 5d). Figure 5c shows the TEM image of a TiO2
nanocapsule after the Au core was removed. No residual Au
was found by EDS analysis (data not shown).
By controlling the TiO2 coating time or TiCl3 concentration

the thickness of the TiO2 shell can be tuned (Figure 6). Thin
TiO2 shell more resembles the original shape of the inside
nanowire; sharp edges of TiO2 shell can be seen on the end of
the nanoparticle (Figure 6a). As the TiO2 shell thickness
increases the end of the core−shell nanoparticle becomes more
rounded (Figure 6b) and finally evolves into an egg-shaped
micrometer-sized particle (Figure 6c and 6d). The shell
thickness also affects the properties of core−shell metal−

Figure 2. TiO2 growth on nanostructured metal structures whose sides are shielded by AAO: (a) metallic seed in AAO, (b) different TiO2−metal
nanostructures, (c) TEM image and EDS profiles of segmented TiO2/Ni nanowire, (d) SEM image of segmented TiO2/Pt nanowire, (e) TEM
image of TiO2 segment, (f) SEM top view of short TiO2 cap growth on metallic nanowire (exposed to 50 mM TiCl3 solution for 10 min), (g) high-
resolution TEM image of TiO2 segment, (h) SEM of Pt nanowire with both end capped by TiO2, and (i) pure TiO2 nanowire.

Figure 3. Growth of TiO2 nanowire on the end of a Au nanowire
versus reaction time (TiCl3, 0.7 M): (a) 10 min, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and
(d) continued TiO2 growth mechanism on Au nanowires.

Figure 4. (a) Illustration of the electrochemical cell for measuring
short-circuited currents between the metal nanowire-loaded alumina
template and ITO glass in 0.7 M TiCl3. (b) Short-circuited current
profiles over the time for different metal nanowires.
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TiO2 nanoparticles, such as photodegradation rate and lithium-
ion insertion efficiency (see below).
Metal nanoparticles loaded onto the wall of the alumina

template can also be used as seeds to grow composite TiO2−
metal nanotubes (Figure 7a and 7b). For example, when the
alumina template is sputtered with metal by plasma the metal
enters the pores of alumina template and deposits on the walls
of alumina template. By exposing these nanotubes in 50 mM
TiCl3 solution for 5−10 min, thin composite TiO2−metal
nanotube can be obtained. (a higher concentration of TiCl3

leads to formation of solid nanowires, as TiO2 growth is very
fast due to the high surface area of sputtered metallic
nanoparticles). After annealing the composite nanotubes at
400−500 °C, the alumina template can be removed to expose
these nanotubes. Figure 7c shows the openings of free-standing
TiO2−Pt nanotube array. As can be seen the wall thickness of
these nanotubes is quite uniform. High-resolution SEM reveals
that the surface morphology of the nanotube is very rough with
numerous of nanoparticles (Figure 7d). TEM images show that
the Pt nanoparticles are evenly distributed over the entire
composite nanotube (Figure 7e and Supporting Information,
Figure S2 for the dark-field TEM image). High-resolution TEM
shows a lattice spacing of a darker smaller particle that matches
well with the (111) peak of the Pt XRD pattern, while a larger
lattice spacing matches the (101) peak of the anatase XRD
pattern. These composite nanotubes are expected to show
enhanced photocatalytic properties as the Pt nanoparticles
embedded in TiO2 nanotube induce formation of a Schottky
barrier, leading to fast transport of photogenerated electrons to
the Pt nanoparticles (better charge separation).33

Although the silver and copper nanomaterials are not active
in catalyzing TiO2 growth, they can be combined with Pt, Au,
or Ni as seeds to initiate TiO2 deposition. Figure 8a and 8b
shows the TiO2 growth scheme on a Pt−Ag segmented
nanowire. On the basis of the activity test (Figure 4b) one
would expect the TiO2 to selectively deposit on the Pt segment
alone (See Supporting Information, Figure S1.). However, as
shown, both Ag and Pt surfaces are covered uniformly by TiO2.
This suggests that while only Pt catalyzes reduction of H+ to
hydrogen, deposition of TiO2 can occur on both metals because
they are in electrical contact and the electron flows freely from
Pt to Ag. Figure 8c shows the TEM image of a Pt−Ag/TiO2
core−shell particle. On the basis of the EDS line profiles, only a
very small tip of Pt (length ratio of Pt to Ag is around 1:10) can
lead to formation of a uniformly thick TiO2 shell on both
metals.

Figure 5. Core−shell Au−TiO2 nanoparticle synthesis: (a) synthetic
scheme, (b) SEM image, and (c) TEM image of hollow TiO2
nanocapsule after Au core is removed. (d) TEM image and EDS
line profile for 2b (scale bar 500 nm) (the core−shell nanoparticles
were obtained by exposing Au nanorods in 0.2 M TiCl3 solution for 10
min).

Figure 6. Shape evolution of TiO2−Pt core−shell nanoparticles versus
TiCl3 concentration. SEM (a−c) and TEM (d) images of Au nanorods
after exposed in (a) 50 mM TiCl3, (b) 300 mM TiCl3, and (c and d)
700 mM TiCl3 for 10 min (scale bar 500 nm).

Figure 7. Composite TiO2−Pt nanotubes synthesis: (a and b)
synthetic scheme, (c) top view of composite nanotubes array by SEM,
(d) SEM image of the opening end of TiO2−Pt composite nanotube,
(e) TEM image of the side view, and (f) high-resolution TEM.
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Recently, TiO2 and TiO2-based materials have been
demonstrated as promising anode materials in rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries.49−52 TiO2 has the virtues of being
chemically stable, inexpensive, nontoxic, and environmentally
benign. The charge/discharge (i.e., Li-ion insertion/extraction)
process of TiO2 can be expressed as follows, where x is the Li-
ion insertion coefficient

+ + ⇋+ −x xLi e TiO Li TiOx2 2 (4)

Figure 9 demonstrates application of a coaxial Au−TiO2
nanorods array in fast lithium-ion battery electrode materials.
These coaxial Au−TiO2 nanorods were synthesized by

immersing the Au nanorods in 25 mM TiCl3 for 10 min. No
annealing was performed after TiO2 growth. The formed
amorphous TiO2 shells allow faster Li-ion transport.49 Figure 9a
and 9b shows the lithium-ion storage mechanism. The Au
nanorods are highly conductive, which facilitate electron
transfer between the electrode bottom and the TiO2 shells
(Figure 9a). In addition, they provide mechanical support to
the thin TiO2 shells. The thin TiO2 shells allow fast lithium-ion
insertion−desertion owing to the short Li-ion pathways (Figure
9b). As shown in Figure 9c, the charge/discharge capacity
(which can be estimated/calculated based on the charge/
discharge curve and the weight of the TiO2 electrode, see
Supporting Information, Figure S3 and note) of the TiO2 is
well maintained even at a high charge/discharge rate. At 5 C
the charge capacity of the shell TiO2 is 280 mAh/g
(corresponding to a Li-ion insertion coefficient of 0.84),
which is higher than that found for heterogeneous TiO2
nanostructures (TiO2−carbon nanotube,50 TiO2−graphene,51
TiO2−RuO2 nanocomposite52) at similar charge/discharge
rates. On the basis of the charge/discharge capacities at
different charge/discharge rates we calculated the energy
densities at different power densities, and the results are
shown as a Ragone plot (see Supporting Information, Figure
S4), which reveals that the energy density is well maintained
even at a high power density of 1.3 kW/kg (corresponding to a
charge/discharge rate of 5C). Cyclic voltammetry was also used
to study Li-ion insertion into the TiO2 shell, and the result is
shown in Supporting Information, Figure S5. We investigated
the effect of TiO2 shell thickness on the charge capacity (see
Supporting Information, Figure S6). A shorter TiO2 coating
time (5 min) leads to formation of a very thin TiO2 shell (10
nm), which exhibits an even higher charge capacity (ca. 300
mAh/g). A longer reaction time (20 min) leads to TiO2
completely filling up the narrow space (less than 100 nm)
between the Au nanorods. This drastically reduces the
accessibility of the electrolyte to the electrode material. The
lithium-ion diffusion path becomes significantly longer (see
Supporting Information, Figure S6b). As a result, the charge/
discharge capacity decreases to 150 mAh/g at a high charge/
discharge rate of 5C. We also performed the cycling test on the
TiO2-coated Au nanorods (see Supporting Information Figure
S7). The result shows that 90% of the charge/discharge
capacity is maintained after 100 cycles.
Figure 10 shows the photodegradation of methylene blue

(MB) using Ni−TiO2 core−shell nanoparticles (Ni−TiO2
CSN) as recyclable53 photocatalysts. The Ni−TiO2 CSN
were synthesized by exposing the Ni nanowires (2 μm) in
0.7 M TiCl3 for 10 min (only 100 nm thick TiO2 shell is
formed because of the slow TiO2 growth rate). No subsequent
annealing was performed. The multicomponent Ni−TiO2 CSN
exhibit multifunctionalities arising from the synergic properties
of each component (Figure 10a): The amorphous TiO2 shell
can photodegrade MB under UV irradiation while preventing
the Ni core from corrosion. The Ni core allows recycling of
Ni−TiO2 CSN since it can be easily separated by applying a
magnetic field. Similar magnetic responsive Fe3O4−TiO2
hollow capsules have been previously reported.54 Figure 10b
and 10c shows the MB aqueous solution dispersed with Ni−
TiO2 CSN before and after UV irradiation in a quartz cuvette.
After 40−50 min of UV irradiation the color of the MB solution
disappeared. Supporting Information Figure S8 shows the
decrease in UV−vis absorption of a methylene blue solution
after being exposed to UV photoirradiation for varying periods

Figure 8. (a and b) Synthesis of core−shell (Pt−Ag)/TiO2
nanoparticle by TiO2 growth on a Ag−Pt segmented nanowire. (c)
TEM image and EDS elemental line profiles (Ti, Ag, and Pt).

Figure 9. (a and b) Lithium-ion storage mechanism for the TiO2-
coated Au nanorods array. (c) Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves
at different charge/discharge rates (Au nanorods were electro-
deposited at −0.9 V after 1 C charge has passed per cm2).
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of time in the presence of core−shell Ni−TiO2 nanoparticles.
The Ni−TiO2 CSN were then collected by the magnet behind
the quartz cuvette. We compared the performance of Ni−TiO2
CSN and the commercial TiO2 nanoparticles (25 nm) for the
photocatalytic degradation. The result shows that at the same
amount of catalyst loading the amorphous TiO2 shells show a
significantly higher photodegradation rate than the commercial
crystalline TiO2 nanoparticles (see Supporting Information,
Figure S9). The high photodegradation rate is due to the high
surface area of the TiO2 shell. BET measurements reveal that
the surface area of the TiO2 CSN is 120.7 m2/g with a typical
pore size of ca. 11.3 nm, while the commercial TiO2
nanoparticle has a surface area of 39.2 m2/g with a typical
pore size of ca. 22.1 nm. The pore-size distribution of these two
materials can be found in Supporting Information, Figure S10.
In order to study the effect of TiO2 shell thickness on the
photodegradation properties, we coated the Ni nanowires with
TiO2 for 20 min in 0.7 M TiCl3. As expected, a thicker TiO2
shell (200 nm) is obtained. Due to its high porosity, even the
thicker TiO2 shell maintains the high surface area while
allowing more photocatalyst to be loaded. As a result, the
photodegradation rate is approximately doubled (Supporting
Information, Figure S9).

■ CONCLUSION
We discovered a new synthetic approach to heterogeneous
metal−TiO2 nanomaterials via Ti3+ oxidation occurring
uniquely on nanostructured metal surfaces. Electron transfer
between Ti3+ and the protons is mediated and catalyzed by the

metal surface due to a low overpotential for proton reduction to
hydrogen gas. Five different metal nanomaterials (Au, Pt, Ni,
Ag, and Cu) were tested: only Au, Pt, and Ni are active for
TiO2 deposition. By varying the morphology of the seeding
metal nanostructures as well as by controlling selective TiO2
growth on different surfaces of metal nanomaterials, segmented
metal−TiO2 nanowires, core−shell metal−TiO2 nano/micro-
particles, and composite metal−TiO2 nanotubes can be
fabricated. TiO2 segment length or TiO2 shell thickness can
be tuned by varying Ti3+ concentration and reaction time.
Coaxial Au−TiO2 nanorod arrays were demonstrated to be fast
lithium-ion storage materials, while the core−shell Ni−TiO2
nanoparticles can be utilized as magnetic recyclable photo-
catalysts. The synthetic approach described lends itself to
design and fabrication of other novel metal−TiO2 heteroge-
neous nanostructures. For example, by tuning the shapes of the
metal seeds, other metal−TiO2 nanostructures can be
fabricated. Mesoporous TiO2 can be deposited from the
TiCl3 solution with a proper amount of surfactant added. In
addition, functional nanomaterials such as quantum dots can
also be incorporated into the TiO2 matrix during deposition.
Such heterogeneous nanostructures may exhibit synergistic
multifunctional properties.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Chemicals and Materials. Copper sulfate pentahydrate

(CuSO4·5H2O), ammonium sulfate [(NH4)2SO4], diethylenetriamine
(DETA), silver chloride (AgCl), sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3),
potassium pyrosulfite (K2S2O5), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3), ethylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate
(DEC), lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6), nitric acid (HNO3),
methylene blue (MB), and TiO2 nanoparticles (25 nm) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Titanium(III) chloride (20% in 3%
HCl) was obtained from Alfa Aesar. Platinum TP plating solution,
gold Ortemp 24 plating solution, and nickel sulfamate plating solution
were commercially available from Technic, Inc. Silver plating solution
was made by mixing silver choloride (50 g/L), sodium thiosulfate (500
g/L), and potassium pyrosulfite (30 g/L). Copper plating solution was
made by mixing copper sulfate pentahydrate (100 g/L), ammonium
sulfate (20 g/L), and diethylenetriamine (80 mL/L). Copper etchant
(BTP) was obtained from Transene. Indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated
glass (sheet resistance 5−10 Ohms) was purchased from Delta
Technologies. Anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane with 200
nm pore size was commercially available from Whatman. Carbon film-
supported gold/nickel/copper TEM grids (200 mesh) were purchased
from Electron Microscope Sciences. Deionized water was made by a
Barnstead Nanopure Diamond Water system. All chemicals were used
as received, and solutions were freshly prepared.

Synthesis. Platinum (or Gold) Nanorods. AAO membrane was
sputtered with silver (200 nm) using a Kurt Lesker CM-18/RF
sputtering system. Then silver was first electrodeposited from silver
plating solution into the alumina membrane (to seal the pores) by
applying a −0.5 mA/cm2 current density for 10 min on the
potentiostat SP-150 from Biologic. After silver deposition the Pt was
subsequently electrodeposited from the commercial Technic Platnium
TP solution at a current density of −1 mA/cm2. A 50 min deposition
grows around 1 μm platnium segment. Ag/AgCl served as the
reference electrode, and platinum foil was used as a counter electrode,
if not specified otherwise. After growth of platinum in the alumina
membrane, HNO3 (4 M) was applied to etch off the sputtered/
electrodeposited silver. Pt nanorods were released by dissolving
alumina membrane in 3 M sodium hydroxide. The obtained Pt
nanorods were centrifuged and washed repeatedly at least 8 times and
finally dispersed in deionized water at a desired concentration. Au
nanorod synthesis follows the same procedure except Au was
electrdeposited (−0.9 V from gold plating solution) after Ag.

Figure 10. Photodegradation of methylene blue (MB) by Ni−TiO2
CSN under UV irradiation: (a) scheme for multifunctional Ni−TiO2
CSN, (b) MB aqueous solution dispersed with Ni−TiO2 CSN before
UV irradiation, and (c) photodegraded MB solution by Ni−TiO2 CSN
after 45 min UV irradiation and Ni−TiO2 CSN were collected by a
magnet.
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Silver (or Nickel) Nanowires. Alumina template was sputtered with
copper (200 nm). Then copper was first electrodeposited into the
alumina membrane by applying −1.2 V for 2 min from copper plating
solution to seal the pores. After copper deposition Ag was
subsequently electrodeposited from silver plating solution at a current
density of −1 mA/cm2 for 30 min. Copper etchant BTP was applied to
etch off the sputtered/electrodeposited copper. Ag nanowires were
released by dissolving alumina membrane in 3 M sodium hydroxide.
Nickel nanorods synthesis follows the same procedure except the Ni
was electrodeposited (−1 mA/cm2 from nickel plating solution) after
copper.
TiO2 Deposition. First, under nitrogen protection, saturated

Na2CO3 solution was added to the original TiCl3 solution drop by
drop while stirring until the pH was around 2.5 and the resulting TiCl3
concentration was around 0.7 M. Such solution can be used directly or
diluted by 3 mM HCl to desired concentration. For synthesis of
metal−TiO2 segmented nanowires or metal−TiO2 composite nano-
tubes, metal-loaded alumina membrane (by sputtering or electro-
deposition) was simply soaked or selectively exposed to the TiCl3
solution under a nitrogen-protected enrivoment. After TiO2 was
deposited for a certain period of time, annealing (450 °C) can be done
using a tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue Mini-Mite) under nitrogen
protection for 4 h. Then the alumina membrane is etched away by 3 M
NaOH to release nanomaterials. For the core−shell metal−TiO2
nano/microparticles synthesis, metal nanoparticles seeds were first
extracted from water by centrifuge. Then the upper level water was
pipetted out, and neutralized TiCl3 was immediately added. Brief
sonication was applied to disperse the metal nanoparticle seeds.
Stirring was applied while the TiO2 was depositing on the seeds under
nitrogen protection. After a desired growth time, the solution was
filtered by Costar Spin-X Centrifuge Tube Filter (0.22 μm nylon)
under vacuum suction. The final obtained core−shell metal−TiO2
particles was rinsed and dispered in DI water. For the Au−TiO2 core−
shell nanorods array electrodes, after the Au nanorods were
electrodeposited in the alumina template, the template was removed
by 3 M NaOH to expose the Au nanorods. Then the TiCl3 solution
(25 mM) was applied to the Au nanorods for 10 min to coat them
with TiO2. The electrode was then dried in an oven overnight at 150
°C to completely remove the surface water.
Characterization. pH Measurement. Copper- or platinum-

sputtered alumina template was soaked in the 50 mM TiCl3 solution
(pH = 2.5) in a bottle. In addition, a pH meter probe (from VWR
sympHony pH Meters) was inserted via the hole on the bottle cap to
achieve a sealed environment. pH values were measured at 1 min
intervals for 20 min.
Short-Circuited Current Measurement. Metal nanowire-loaded

alumina membrane was sandwiched by two pieces of silicone rubber
(upper piece with a fixed area hole to expose the template) and
mounted at the bottom of a glass tube with an O-ring seal. Then the
TiCl3 solution was filled into the glass tube with ITO-coated glass
inserted. The whole device was under nitrogen protection. Short-
circuited currents between the alumina membrane and ITO glass were
measured by potentiostat SP-150 from Biologic by applying 0 V
between the two electrodes.
Electron Microscopy. SEM images were obtained using the Leo

1530 field emission scanning electron microscope at 3 kV. TEM
images (EDS analysis) were collected by a JEOL 2010F Field Emission
TEM/STEM with EELS and EDS at 200 kV.
Photodegradation. The photocatalytic activities of the core−shell

Ni−TiO2 nanopartcles were evaluated by degradation of methylene
blue (MB) in an aqueous solution under irradiation of ultraviolet (UV)
light. Photocatalytic activity experiments were performed at ambient
temperature and pressure. A compact (4 W, λ = 365 ± 15 nm) UV
lamp (UVP, UVGL-25) was used as the UV light source. Typically, the
aqueous MB−catalyst suspension was prepared as follows: in a quartz
spectrophotometer cell (VWR 414004-078), 2 mg of sample of the
core−shell Ni−TiO2 catalyst (effective TiO2 weight about 1 mg based
on the shell thickness) was dispersed in 3 mL of MB solution (5 mg/
L) by ultrasonication for 1 min. The mixture was stirred for 1 h in the
dark to blend well and allow adsorption−desorption equilibrium

before irradiation. The suspension was magnetically stirred before and
during illumination. The distance of the quartz cell and the UV light
source is maintained at 10 cm. At a certain time interval during the
experiment a strong magnet was applied to the bottom of the quartz
cell to separate the catalyst; then the solution was analyzed on the
basis of MB characteristic optical absorption using a Thermo Scientific
GENESYS 10S UV−vis (200−800 nm) to measure the change of MB
concentration with irradiation time based on Lambert−Beer’s law. The
percentage of degradation was indicated as C/C0. Here, C is the
absorption of MB solution at each irradiation time interval of the main
peak of the adsorption spectrum, and C0 is the absorption of the initial
concentration when the adsorption/desorption equilibrium was
achieved. For comparison, the photocatalytic activity of the
commercial bare TiO2 nanoparticles (25 nm) was also conducted
under the identical experimental conditions.

Electrochemical Test. Electrochemical studies of the Au−TiO2
core−shell nanowire array were performed in the standard three-
electrode system; Ag/AgCl was used as the reference electrode, and Pt
foil was used as the counter electrode. Galvanostatic charge/discharge
for the lithium-ion insertion study was done by cycling the potential
from −0.2 to −2.2 V (from 3 to 1 V vs Li/Li+) at a current density of
0.25−1 mA/cm2 (corresponds to about 5−20 C charge/discharge rate
for Au−TiO2 core−shell nanowire array) using 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC
solution (weight ratio 1:1). The lithium-ion insertion coefficient, x,
determines the charge storage capacity of TiO2, and the maximum
value of x is 1, which corresponds to a Ti oxidative state change from
+4 to +3. Thus, the calculated theoretical lithium-ion charge capacity
of TiO2 was 335 mAh/g.

BET Measurement. The BET measurements were done by PSL
(Pore Science Laboratories) from the Y-Carbon, Inc. Nitrogen was
chosen as the adsoportive gas. The analysis bath tempreature was held
at −195.8 °C.
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